ILO Meeting  
February 24, 2014

1. Discussed how to deal with student communication – ILO

Would like a graphically intensive site that scrolls through that tells the story of at least one typically/aspirational UH Manoa student... starts at beginning and goes through the end. That uses photographs of students doing activities and words that will link to a secondary page.

Can go chronologically – going from freshman to senior – can then build in other ILOs and then take students from each different college – can include both still photos and videos. Dynamic mini-videos.

Could we use cartoons? Bitstrips? UH cartoon characters – or find/cast students that would interest you.

Questions – if we do have videos and/or where we host them? Where would it be hosted and how much space would we have?

Budget of about $3,000 - $5,000

How recent is the info on the students? Manoa admission

Make it so that students could create their own timeline over the years – Fictionalize several pathways – subliminally introduced to the ILOs – How market themselves/career placement? Because the ILOs could represent the unique experience of UH and then use this to market themselves – then what happens after college? How it helps – at UH Manoa I learned how to present.

Fic

Stage One: Pathways to a degree
Stage Two:

2. Assessment handout

Need to map program level learning outcomes to the ILOs and as a committee some of us did this. Will use the assessment office annual report to determine how the map.

Question 1 – below are your SLOs, update as needed. Move textbox to a grid – so that each department can map their SLOs onto the ILOs. Didn't include ILO 1a/b because these are general ed and specialized major. Will provide written sessions.
Reports are due
Use assessment as a tool to create a coherent and intentional program.
Still a range/degree of what we are assessing.

Introducing/reinforcing/mastering knowledge... a 1,2,3 – from lowest to highest priorities.

How many courses within the program meet the ILOs/SLOs?